








Finehope was founded in 2002 with more than 100 workers and a management group of 41, with an average age of one. The
company has a modern plant, an area of 7000 square meters, and has a 1000 square meters of office buildings, the
integration of modern and classical style.









1. What are the benefits of choosing a finehope?

1. Product quality assurance, delivery assurance, good after-sales service1.
2. High cost and efficiency, fast development, professional operation and integrity2.
3. Finehope will conduct all test analysis and then develop test standards to reduce quality standards disputes3.
between customers and manufacturers.
4. Lean production management mode.4.
5. Help customers develop and design new products.5.
6. Has a wealth of PU product design and processing experience.6.
7, Finehope is China's High-tech enterprises, with domestic and international invention of patented technology and7.
intellectual property rights.

2. What is the difference between finehope and domestic counterparts?

1. Quality assurance: Advance planning of product quality.1.
2, Finehope has a wealth of international large-scale service experience.2.
3. Have a professional research team of polyurethane materials.3.
4, has the independent design, the manufacture and the innovation ability production equipment and the mold.4.
5. A team of engineers is responsible for quality assurance system and quality control.5.

3. What is the difference between finehope and European and American counterparts?

1. Have a sound and mature supporting supply chain1.
2. Reduce tooling Cost2.
3. Efficient development of design capabilities and short processing time.3.
4. High cost and good service attitude.4.

4. Why Choose Finehope?

Finehope is the most professional PU manufacturers, with professional research and development $XMLESC,1.
research and development team, advanced PU production equipment, professional testing equipment, perfect
quality management system. We have 12 years of cooperation experience with Cat, Fiat, TVH, GGP and other well-
known enterprises. We provide them with $XMLESC, development and production through-train services to meet
their customized needs.




